Legions of the Night
Revenants
The ancient world has spawned many legends of demonic spirits
and monsters, but no one monster seems to be more enduring and
seductive than that of the vampire. Its proper name to those in the
know; is Revenant. Revenants have been around since the time of
the First Atlantean Empire, these cursed creatures walk the earth
preying on the life’s blood of the living.
Some will ask, what is the difference between a Revenant and a
Lilan? The difference is a Lilan is still very much alive; Lilans
have the ability to bear mortal children. The Ritual that originally
created the first Lilans was from what I understand based in part
off on the curse that creates Revenants. Revenants on the other
hand are very much the undead, when one of these creatures kills
a man, woman, or child through draining their blood; that victim
will rise up the following evening as a Revenant. From what I
understand, most Revenants will go out of their way to destroy
the bodies of their victims in order to prevent them from rising the
following evening as a Revenant them selves.
Modern history tends to portray the Revenant as a seductive and
elegant creature that walks the cities of man, feeding on those
they please. Part of this is true; Revenants do walk the cities of
man preying on those they choose to feed upon. But one must
understand that Revenants tend to be very pale, corpse-like in
their appearance. For those that know what to look for, a Revenant
in a crowded room is not hard to find.
As the legends state, Revenants do have quite an array of
supernatural powers. They are inhumanly strong, they have the
ability to climb or walk on walls with the bare hands and feet,
and they most certainly have the ability to fly. From reports,
Revenants do have the ability to turn them selves into mist when
they feel they are in grave physical danger, and when confronted
in physical combat, these creatures can take unbelievable amounts
of physical damage before being destroyed or fleeing.
The first recorded Revenant during the time of the First Atlantean
Empire was a Revenant named Menchor the Nightbringer; also
known as the Demon Pharaoh. For more on Menchor, read on my
description of the Revenant Houses. In the current era, the first
recorded Revenant appeared just after the death of Jesus Christ.
From reports of the Romans of the time, the Revenant was none
other than Judas Iscariot. It is said that for his betrayal of Jesus
Christ in his final days, Judas was cursed by those that loved
Christ to walk the earth for all eternity as one of the damned;
to know a thirst that could never quenched, and to never die. So
far there has been no mention of a Revenant House attributed to
Judas Iscariot, so I will move on.

In the final days of Vlad the Impaler, also known as Vlad Tepes,
some say that for his crimes against the people of Romania, that
he was cursed to become one of the damned. I have heard stories
of a man bearing a strikingly similar appearance to that of Vlad
Tepes walking the earth, and this thought chills me to the bone.
The Atlantean House of Dracul is bad enough without having an
undead counterpart out their in the world. So far, I have heard
very little to lead me to believe that there is a Revenant House of
Dracula, so I will move on.
Many believe that Erzebet Bathory; the Blood Countess of
Hungary, was a Revenant. I will finally end end that debate here
and now by stating I know for a fact that Erzebet Bathory is a
Lilan of House Draconis, and from what I understand, she and her
Family have been disowned by House Draconis these days due to
some scandal that occured in and around 1898.
After much research, the terrifying thing about Revenants is
that there is still a Ritual out there that is known by a select few
Sorcerers that has the ability to place the Curse of the Revenant
on a person. Also from my research, this curse is one of the most
vile and despicable of all curses known to exist in the modern
world; therefore the likelihood of anyone being insane enough to
enact it is relatively low. To date, all of the Revenants that I have
spoke to (yes, I have had lengthy conversations with a handful of
them), have told me that the only way they know of to become a
Revenant is to die from blood loss due to a Revenant feeding.

Thralls
My Gods! There are more you say? Oh yes, Revenants are not the
only blood drinkers out there. Let me be clear in this, Revenants
and Thralls are intimately tied to one another. Thralls come about
only when a Revenant feeds a human a portion of their blood.
From what I understand, humans when fed the blood of a
Revenant do not turn into a Revenant them selves. What occurs
is the human’s body takes on some of the characteristics of
the Revenants curse, unfortunately the newly created Thrall is
neither totally Revenant nor totally human. They are in a quasi
state of undeath that halts their physical appearance from aging,
while their body on the inside ages much more slowly due to the
Revenant curse. Thralls are very much mortal, hard to kill yes,
but they are killable. I do know this; Thralls seem to have more in
common with Lilans than they do with the Revenants that created
them…in the way of supernatural abilities.
Thralls are totally subservient to the Revenant that created them,
much like a Revenant or a Lilan is to the Revenant or Lilan that
brought them across. All Thralls feel the need to feed on the
blood of the living, much as the Revenants that created them.
In a way, Thralls have it much worse than Revenants because
their bodies seem to crave fresh blood in far greater quantities
than a Revenant. They are truly at the mercy of their hunger,
their need to feed.

Unlike Revenants, a Thrall can not create another Thrall by giving
a portion of its blood to a human. Thankfully there can only be
as many Thralls in a city or town as there are Revenants that are
willing to create them.
Thralls have a truly bad lot in life; their only reason for existence
is to act as servants for their Revenant Masters. From my
discussions with several Revenants, one of the primary reasons
for the creation of Thralls has been as a go between in order to
make dealings with the mortal world easier for them. From what I
was told, it is far easier to send a Thrall to the police in the evening
to report a crime that may have been perpetrated against the
Revenant Master than it is to risk their discovery by the mortals.
Thralls look like normal people, maybe a bit paler than normal,
but they can least can pass as a living person. Revenants on the
other hand can not. But, due to their quasi-undead condition,
Thralls can only go out at night just as they Revenant Masters,
and from what I understand; Thralls tend to take more damage
from sunlight for some unknown reason.
But I digress, the number one reason that I was given for the
creation of Thralls was to make it easier for the Revenant to
find appropriate hunting grounds for them selves and the rest
of their household.

The Dhampir tend to be very pale in complexion, but unlike their
Revenant parents they can go out in the light of day. Julian, the
one that I spoke to, told me that he was most definitely stronger
than a normal person, and that he recovered from injuries much
faster than a normal human being. He told me that he could see in
darkness easily, and that he seemed to be immune to the damaging
effects of Garlic and Silver. When he mentioned these last two,
I paused for quite a while. The thought of a creature with all of
the strength and regenerative powers of a Revenant and none of
its flaws scared the hell out of me. But Julian went on to tell me
that he did feel the need to feed on blood, human or otherwise.
He told me that the hunger was horrifying to him, and that he
would go out of his way to avoid feeding until he absolutely had
to feed. And even then, he would only take enough to drive away
the hunger, but not enough to kill.
Julian’s father, Marcus, told me that Dhampirs were no common
at all, and that most Revenants did not want to deal with the
hassle of having a mortal child. He did tell me that Dhampirs
tend to live longer than the normal human, but would not go into
any details past that.
Needless to say, the Dhampir, if they willingly helped their
Revenant parents would be an incredible threat to Atlanteans
and Lilans alike.

I won’t kid you; most of the Revenants that I have spoken with
treated their Thralls as if they were a piece of property.
I won’t say that we Atlanteans don’t do that our selves when it comes
to our Servitor Families, but in the case of Revenants, the Thrall
might as well be a slave with a collar around its neck. Thralls live
in a perpetual state of fear (of sunlight and their Revenant Master),
they are very much living at the whim of the Revenant that created
them. Most tend to believe that they are doomed to forever live in
their half-life as quasi-undead servant to their Revenant Master.
Most are hoping and praying for the day to come that they either
die from old age or the night comes that their Revenant Master
decided to fully bring them across into the state of undeath.
Lastly, most Revenants tend to pick prospective candidates for
Thralldom based on how pleasing to the eye that they are. I know
it is sad, picked to be eye candy as they say. But it is true, so far
all of the Revenants that I have spoken to openly admitted that
they would never make a Thrall out of someone that they deemed
as ugly. One last thing that I have heard, but am not sure if it is
really true, is if a Thrall’s Revenant Master is killed, then after a
year and a day, that Thrall will become fully human again. I hope
this one is true…

Dhampir
There are more? Sadly, yes there are. From what I understand,
Dhampir tend to be fairly rare. What are they? The Dhampir are
the quasi-undead children of the union of a Revenant man and a
mortal woman. Yes I know… the thought is disturbing, and more
than slightly repulsive. But I can say that there are Dhampir in the
world, because I have actually met one.

Revenant Society
Revenants are highly competitive when it comes to areas that
they have claimed as their hunting grounds. Generally speaking,
because of their competitive natures, only one House of Revenants
can operate in a given area at any one time. To attempt to do
otherwise can and has brought the competing Revenant Houses
into all out conflict with one another.
Some Occultists have theorized that the reason that the Revenant
populations of the world have consistently remained low is
because once a House of Revenants grows to a certain size (it
is believed that size is more than 20 Revenants), the Revenant
House as a whole begins to splinter into multiple sub-groups that
will in turn then begin growing out their numbers until conflict
occurs between the splinter groups.
Once conflict occurs, some of the Revenant Houses begin leaving
the area that they claimed, going out in search of greener pastures
and new hunting grounds in another city to claim for them selves.
Those Revenant Houses that chose to remain in the original city;
begin to make war upon their neighboring Revenant Houses until
only one dominant Revenant House is left in the city again.
This process has occurred over a thousand times in countless
cities across the globe. It is the nature of Revenants to only work
well in small isolated groups and to cull their own populations.

